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On a planet surfaced with regolith, many geologic
issues must necessarily be addressed by the study of
regolith materials. Some issues are broad in scope; to
understand the mode and extent of mantle-crust dif-
ferentiation we must identify all major igneous rock
types and determine their compositions. Other issues
are narrower; in a locally complex regolith, the order
in which materials were added to the regolith con-
strains provenance and relative timing of major
events. Given only robotic analysis or collection only
of material redistributed by impacts, what selection of
samples yields the most information? We suggest that
the chemical and mineralogical characterization of
many fragments 2–5 mm in diameter, plus a suite of
finer regolith materials, can provide much of the
needed geologic information.

Lithic fragments. The diversity of lithologies that
we have observed among ~1800 individual 2–4 mm
lithic fragments (~20 mg mean mass) from the Apollo
lunar sites (1–4) is as great or greater than that ob-
served in the many studies of larger rocks from those
same sites, including breccias and breccia clasts. Al-
though we have not observed among lithic fragments
a few of the lithologies that have occurred as (or as
clasts in) rock samples, we have found several others
that have not been previously described or are very
rare (quartz monzodiorite, sodic ferrogabbro, very-
low-Ti basalt, new types of melt breccias and regolith
breccias, and meteorite fragments). Many lunar
lithologies are sufficiently fine grained that 2–5 mm
fragments are reasonably representative of larger
rocks of the same lithology. However, for lithologies
such as coarse-grained mare basalts, 2–5 mm parti-
cles may only contain a few mineral grains. Also,
large-scale textural relationships, such as that be-
tween the anorthositic and the melt-breccia phases of
the Apollo 16 dimict breccias [5], may not be evident
in the small lithic fragments (although the two com-
ponent lithologies are abundant). Nevertheless, since
sample allocation masses for extraterrestrial materials
are necessarily small, the acquisition only of pea-
sized “rocks” is not a serious shortcoming. In some
cases, information can be obtained from the study of
numerous small samples that is not evident from a
few large samples. For example, at Apollo 16 small
fragments of some types of impact-melt breccia are
all very uniform in composition (dimict breccia)
whereas others (poikilitic) are more variable. We
have also been able to show that 148 particles from a
regolith sample from North Ray crater are probably

all fragments that derive from a single noritic anor-
thosite pluton [2].

Bulk samples of soils. Over the last 3 Ga the
principal geologic force acting upon the Moon has
been meteoroid impacts, thus the regolith is a me-
chanical mixture of many lithologies. Some geologic
information can be obtained from the bulk composi-
tion of soils (<1 mm fines) even without knowledge
of the rocks they comprise. For example, the Apollo
17 site was at the interface between the mare and
highlands and all soils contain material of both
provenances. The ratio of highland to mare material
in the soil varies significantly, laterally over 100’s of
meters and vertically (cores) over centimeters. Such
observations put a first-order constraint on the effi-
ciency of the impact-mixing process. On many 2-
element plots, Apollo 17 soils define a linear trend
between soils dominated by mare and highlands
lithologies [6]. Even without a sample of mare basalt,
the average composition of the basalt can be inferred
from extrapolation of the trend. Given knowledge of
the identity and composition of the soil components
from the study of lithic fragments, their relative abun-
dances can be determined [e.g., 6]. On the Cayley
plains (Apollo 16) we would learn that mature (not
recently disturbed) soil is very uniform in composi-
tion from place to place (unlike at Apollo 17), yet the
particles that make up the soils are compositionally
diverse [4]. This tells us that the mixing occurred on a
large scale during a basin-forming impact, not by
numerous small impacts.

Strategy.  Much information of this type could be
obtained from the soil remotely by a geochemical
rover [7]. For a sample-acquisition mission to a re-
golith-covered, airless body, 10 g of granule-sized
samples and 1 g of <1-mm fines collected at several
locations would provide more geologic information
than the equivalent mass of a few rocks.
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